Abstract-We consider traffic scheduling in performance guaranteed switches with optical fabrics to ensure 100% throughput and bounded packet delay. Each switch reconfiguration consumes a constant period of time called reconfiguration overhead, during which no packet can be transmitted across the switch. To minimize the packet delay bound for an arbitrary traffic matrix, the number of switch configurations in the schedule should be no larger than the switch size . This is called minimum delay scheduling, where the ideal minimum packet delay bound is determined solely by the total overhead of the switch reconfigurations. A speedup in the switch determines the actual packet delay bound, which decreases toward the ideal bound as the speedup increases. Our objective is to minimize the required speedup schedule under a given actual packet delay bound. We propose a novel minimum delay scheduling algorithm quasi largest-entry-first (QLEF) to solve this problem. Compared with the existing minimum delay scheduling algorithms MIN and -SCALE, QLEF dramatically cuts down the required schedule bound. For example, QLEF only requires schedule = 17 89 for = 450, whereas MIN and -SCALE require schedule = 37 13 and 27.82, respectively. This gives a significant performance gain of 52% over MIN and 36% over -SCALE.
the optical switch fabric needs time to change its interconnection pattern, and this time varies from 10 ns to several milliseconds depending on the switching technology adopted [1] [2] [3] [4] . Second, time (10-20 ns or more [5] ) is required to resynchronize the optical transceivers and the switch fabric. Finally, because optical signals may arrive at their corresponding input ports at different times, time is also needed to align the clock in order to avoid data loss.
During the reconfiguration period, no packet can be transmitted across the switch fabric (i.e., tune-transmit separability constraint [6] , [7] ). To achieve performance guaranteed switching [8] [9] [10] [11] (i.e., 100% throughput with bounded packet delay), the switch fabric has to transmit packets at an internal speed higher than the external line-rate, resulting in a speedup. The amount of speedup is defined as the ratio of the internal packet transmission rate to the external line-rate.
Assume each switch reconfiguration takes an overhead of slots and each slot can accommodate one packet. Conventional slot-by-slot scheduling methods may severely cripple the performance of optical switches due to frequent reconfigurations. Hence, the reconfiguration frequency needs to be reduced by holding each configuration for multiple time slots. Time-slot assignment (TSA) [8] [9] [10] [11] is a common approach to achieve this, where a switch works in a pipelined four-stage cycle: traffic accumulation, scheduling, switching, and transmission, as shown in Fig. 2 . Stage 1 is for traffic accumulation. A traffic matrix is obtained at the input buffers every time slots. Each entry denotes the number of packets arrived at input and destined to output . Assume the traffic has been regulated to be admissible before entering the switch, i.e., the entries in each row or column of [defined as a line of ] sum to at most . In Stage 2, a scheduling algorithm computes a schedule consisting of at most configurations in time slots. Each configuration is denoted by a permutation matrix . If , input is connected to output , and we say that covers entry . A weight is assigned to each , indicating the number of slots that should be kept for packet switching in Stage 3. To ensure 100% throughput, the set of configurations must cover , i.e., for any . Packet switching takes place in Stage 3, where the switch fabric is reconfigured according to the configurations obtained in Stage 2. Under a speedup , the duration of a time slot is shortened by times. A shortened slot (with duration of a regular slot) is called a compressed slot. The total holding time of the switch configurations is compressed slots, or regular slots. Since speedup cannot reduce the reconfiguration overhead, the total overhead for the reconfigurations is regular slots. Combining reconfiguration overhead and configuration holding time, Stage 3 requires regular slots. To ensure 100% throughput, the speedup must satisfy (1) Rearranging (1), we have the minimum required speedup as 
We can see that the overall speedup consists of two factors and . In particular, compensates for hardware inefficiency caused by the reconfigurations, and compensates for algorithmic inefficiency caused by the bandwidth loss. During the holding time of a configuration (which is determined by the scheduling algorithm), some input-output connections become idle (earlier than others) if their scheduled backlog packets are all sent. As a result, the schedule will contain empty slots and this causes bandwidth loss, or algorithmic inefficiency.
Stage 4 takes another slots to dispatch packets from the output buffers to the output lines in the first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. Without loss of generality, we define a flow as a series of packets coming from the same input port and destined to the same output port of the switch. Since packets in each flow follow FIFO order in passing through the switch, there is no packet out-of-order problem within the same flow. (But packets in different flows may interleave at the output buffers.)
Consider a packet arrived at the input buffer in the first slot of Stage 1. It suffers the worst-case delay of slots in Stage 1 for traffic accumulation, and another delay of slots in Stage 2 for algorithm execution. In the worst case, this packet will experience a maximum delay of 2 slots in Stages 3 and 4 (assume it is sent onto the output line in the last slot of Stage 4) . Taking all the four stages into account, the delay experienced by any packet at the switch is bounded by 3 slots as shown in Fig. 2 . Assume that the algorithm execution time is a constant. The packet delay bound 3 is dominated by the traffic accumulation time . According to (1) , depends on the number of configurations in the schedule (i.e., ), the speedup , and the efficiency of the scheduling algorithm (which determines ). To minimize the packet delay bound 3
, we first consider an ideal case where an infinite speedup can be deployed in the switch. Then, in (1) can be ignored and the packet delay bound is 3
. Therefore, a smaller will lead to a lower packet delay bound. For performance guaranteed switching with an arbitrary traffic matrix must be no less than the switch size . This is because each configuration can cover at most entries, and the entries in must be covered by at least configurations [8] , [10] . Consequently, the ideal minimum packet delay bound is , which can only be obtained with the minimum number of configurations in the schedule. Accordingly, if a scheduling algorithm always ensures at most configurations in the schedule, we call it a minimum delay scheduling algorithm. In contrast, if an algorithm requires configurations (in the worst-case), the packet delay bound must be larger than the ideal bound , even if the speedup is infinite.
Though an infinite speedup is infeasible in practice, the actual packet delay bound in minimum delay scheduling can be made as close to the ideal bound as possible if the speedup is large enough. On the other hand, a large speedup means a high implementation cost of the switch. Therefore, a key issue is to minimize the required speedup for a given actual packet delay bound (or equivalently a given traffic accumulation time ). Under the requirement of , this translates to minimizing in (1) or in (4), because and are given parameters and thus in (2)-(3) becomes a constant.
In essence, the above minimum delay scheduling problem is equivalent to a matrix decomposition problem with the constraint = , where an traffic matrix is de-composed into configurations and the sum of the weights is minimized. In fact, traffic matrix decomposition is a classic problem [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Algorithms based on Hall's theorem [14] or Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition [12] , [13] , [15] [16] [17] generate a large number of configurations (e.g., in Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition), and thus are only favorable in scheduling problems without reconfiguration overhead. For scheduling problems with reconfiguration overhead, greedy algorithms such as LIST [7] , [8] , [18] and decompositions based on graph theory [7] [8] [9] are invented with a smaller number of configurations in the schedule. The impact of reconfiguration overhead on the scheduling performance is also studied in [19] . A common objective of those works is to minimize the schedule length which includes time for both reconfigurations and packet transmission. Minimum delay scheduling in this paper differs from those works by ensuring , with the objective of minimizing speedup under a given packet delay bound. We also notice that algorithm GOPAL [20] ensures , but it is designed for average performance instead of worst-case performance guarantee.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only two existing minimum delay scheduling algorithms MIN [8] and -SCALE [10] that can achieve performance guaranteed switching. Though -SCALE generally outperforms MIN, its bound is still too high. In this paper, a novel minimum delay scheduling algorithm quasi largest-entry-first (QLEF) is proposed. Compared with MIN and -SCALE, QLEF requires the lowest bound. For example, QLEF cuts down the bound by 52% over MIN and 36% over -SCALE for a switch with size . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, QLEF is proposed. In Section III, we derive the speedup bound for QLEF. The paper is concluded in Section IV.
II. QLEF ALGORITHM

A. Largest-Entry-First (LEF) Procedure
In minimum delay scheduling, we need to find configurations and the corresponding weights to cover an arbitrary admissible traffic matrix . From (2)-(4), minimizing speedup (or ) is equivalent to minimizing the sum of the weights . Intuitively, each configuration can be constructed by always covering largest not-yet-covered entries, each from a distinct row and column of . In this way, those entries can share the same large weight. This potentially saves the weights of subsequently constructed configurations. So our basic idea is to always cover the "largest" entry first.
Specifically, the configurations are constructed one by one as follows. Large entries in are first considered. If an entry is covered by a particular configuration , we set to 1 in and to 0 in . For simplicity, we still use to denote the updated traffic matrix, though some of its entries may have been set to 0. Each can cover only one entry in each row and column of . To avoid covering multiple entries in the same line of by the same configuration, we define a shadowing operation. Particularly, if a "largest" entry is to be covered by , we use two dashed lines to shadow row and column of . The next "largest" entry can only be selected in the remaining not-yet-shadowed part. As an example, the largest entry in Fig. 3 (a) is first selected and is covered by . The first row and the first column of are shadowed.
is set to 1 and is set to 0. After that, is selected as the largest entry in the remaining not-yet-shadowed part of . We repeat the above steps until large entries are selected. At this point, all the lines of are shadowed and the construction of completes. Then, we un-shadow by removing all the dashed lines, and repeat the above process to construct the next configuration . We call this procedure LEF. Fig. 3 shows two possible schedules for the same 3 3 . The schedule in Fig. 3 (a) is obtained using the above LEF procedure. Entries and are covered by with a large weight of 10. The remaining entries are covered by and with small weights 2 and 1, respectively. The sum of the three weights is 13. The schedule in Fig. 3 (b) is generated by some non-LEF procedure. Entries and are covered by , which requires a large weight of 10. As a result, the not-yet-covered large entries and may become the weights for and . Compared with the LEF procedure, this non-LEF procedure gives a much larger weight sum of 27.
Unfortunately, the above LEF procedure is unlike MIN [8] and -SCALE [10] which can ensure that configurations are always sufficient to cover all the entries in . This is because LEF cannot prevent configuration overlaps, i.e., several configurations may cover the same entry. An example is shown in Fig. 4 , where the schedule returned by the LEF procedure consists of four configurations instead of the minimum three. The entries that are covered more than once (i.e., configuration overlaps) are circled in the figure.
B. QLEF Algorithm
QLEF algorithm is summarized in Fig. 5 . It is designed to rectify the configuration overlap problem of LEF. This qualifies QLEF as a minimum delay scheduling algorithm. Specifically, we use an reference matrix to record the status of each entry . If is not-yet-covered, then ; otherwise . is initialized to an all matrix. Assume that the configurations are sequentially constructed from to . When a configuration is obtained, the corresponding entries in both and are set to 0. The updated and are then used to construct the next configuration. Without loss of generality, we first focus on the construction of the first half configurations . Assume that both and are updated and un-shadowed. The construction process of is similar to the LEF procedure, but we only select largest entries from the not-yet-shadowed part of (instead of selecting entries as in LEF). We call them selected-entries. For each selected-entry, the corresponding entry values in both and are set to 0. At the same time, the row and column it resides in are shadowed in both and . The remaining not-yet-shadowed part of is a matrix defined as (see Fig. 6 ). We then construct a bipartite graph [21] [22] [23] from (see the example in Fig. 7 ). Note that a "0" in corresponds to a covered entry which will not become an edge in . Then, we find a perfect matching [8] in by performing maximum-size matching (MSM) [22] (to be proved later). As defined in Fig. 7 , a perfect matching is a subset of edges where each vertex is incident on exactly one edge in that subset. So, the perfect matching obtained in contains edges. It corresponds to
not-yet-covered entries, called MSM-entries. We also set these entries to 0 in both and . Combining the MSM-entries with the selected-entries, we get entries, each in a distinct row and column.
is obtained by setting those entries to 1 and all other entries to 0.
In the above procedure, the selected-entries can always be properly chosen from the not-yet-covered entries in , as explained below. In constructing , as a result of constructing the previous configurations , each line of has not-yet-covered entries, and covered entries (denoted by 0 in both and ). Here we only need to select
not-yet-covered entries (each from a distinct row and column). By referring to , the success of this selection is ensured because . Next we prove that a perfect matching containing edges always exists in . This is ensured by the following Theorem (taken from theorem 7 of [8] ).
Theorem: For a bipartite graph with , there always exists a perfect matching in if its minimum degree is greater than . Since configurations are constructed ahead of , there are at most (i.e., covered entries) in each line of . Because is a matrix, the minimum degree of the corresponding bipartite graph is at least . Therefore, a perfect matching containing edges exists in according to the Theorem. When is obtained, we un-shadow and , and repeat the above procedure (i.e., Steps 2a-2c in Fig. 5 ) to construct the next configuration. In Fig. 5 , is an auxiliary variable that helps to pick up the first-met largest entry as the weight for . This ensures that the corresponding entries in can be properly covered by with a sufficiently large weight. So far, we have discussed all the key operations of QLEF algorithm. QLEF also has two additional features. First, since requires , we use the above approach (i.e., Step 2 in Fig. 5 ) to construct only the first configurations. This ensures that the selected-entries in can always be properly chosen. Second, after the first configurations are obtained, we find the largest in the updated and use it as the constant weight for each subsequent configuration (so as to cover the remaining small entries). Because the bipartite graph of is always regular [8] , [10] , [21] after a configuration is constructed, each subsequent configuration in can be obtained by performing maximum-size matching in the updated .
Summarily, QLEF guarantees that there is no configuration overlap in scheduling . So, can always be covered by configurations. The time complexity of QLEF is dominated by running the maximum-size matching algorithm [22] [which has a complexity of ] for times, resulting in the same time complexity of as MIN [8] and -SCALE [10] . But edge-coloring [8] , [23] and partitioning in MIN and -SCALE do not appear in QLEF.
C. An Example
To cover the 7 7 traffic matrix in Fig. 8 , QLEF generates 7 configurations with a weight sum of 58. As an example, the construction process of in Fig. 8 is detailed in Fig. 7 . For a given traffic matrix, we can also find an optimal schedule using the Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulated in Appendix A. (But ILP is generally impractical due to its extremely long execution time.) Appendix A gives an ILP-based schedule for the traffic matrix in Fig. 8 . The weight sum 58 in QLEF is only slightly above the ILP-based result.
III. SPEEDUP BOUND
In QLEF, the configurations are sequentially constructed from to . We first focus on the first half configurations . Fig. 9 shows the conceptual QLEF scheduling procedure. In Fig. 9(a) , we use a "scheduling trace" to represent the trend of values covered in the ordered configurations. Although QLEF gives priority in covering the largest entry in the not-yet-shadowed part of , the scheduling trace is generally a wavelike curve rather than a monotonically decreasing curve. This is due to the shadowing operation. In Fig. 9(b) , assume that entry is first chosen as a selected-entry. Then, entries and are shadowed, where and . Next, entry is chosen as a selected-entry even though or . So and can only be covered by other configurations constructed later. On the other hand, we can see that the selected-entries covered by the same configuration are always chosen in a descending order of their entry values, e.g., in Fig. 9(b) . We now focus on the construction of configuration . Note that (the weight of ) is also an entry in , and it is the first selected-entry in . Hereafter, we treat as an entry in rather than a weight. Let denote the set of ordered configurations constructed earlier than . If is shadowed in the construction process ( Step 2b of Fig. 5 Fig. 9(a) . 
A. General Idea for Speedup Bound Formulation
In the original , we define an entry larger than or equal to as a large-entry (or LE). Let be the minimum number of LEs covered by the first configurations . These
LEs reside in lines (rows or columns) of , and the line with the maximum number of LEs must contain at least the average number of LEs. As a result, the smallest LE in this line must be smaller than or equal to the th largest entry of this line. Yet, this smallest LE is not smaller than . Because the maximum line sum of is , according to Lemma 1 in Appendix B, we have (5) On the other hand, because is shadowed by s-configurations, from Lemma 2 in Appendix B, we have (6) Combining (5) and (6), we can bound as follows:
The inequality in (7) indicates that no matter what is the value of , the bound always holds because we have taken the worst case into consideration (i.e., the "max" function).
For the remaining configurations constructed in Step 3 of Fig. 5 , QLEF uses a small constant as their common weight. Since the weights in QLEF follow a monotonically decreasing order as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 9(a) , this constant is not larger than any weight of the first configurations. In fact, it can be bounded by the weight of . That is (8) Consequently, we can replace the weights in (4) by the bounds in (7) & (8) to get an upper-bound for . (Note that in (4) for minimum delay scheduling.)
B. A Simple Speedup Bound
To get an bound, we still need to determine in (7) which denotes the minimum number of LEs covered by . In this part, we first count using a simple approach, and a more in-depth analysis will be carried out in Part C to render a refined speedup bound. The simple speedup bound provides a reference to which we can check how much additional gain is achieved by the refined speedup bound. It also helps to better understand the refined speedup bound in Part C.
According to QLEF, all the selected-entries in any g-configuration must be LEs, and each s-configuration must cover at least one LE in the same line as . However, due to the shadowing operation, it is generally difficult to count how many additional LEs in other lines are covered by an s-configuration. Here we simply ignore the LEs contributed by the s-configurations, and only count those LEs (or selected-entries) contributed by the g-configurations. Then, can be minimized only if the g-configurations are the last (out of the first ) configurations, or . This is because decreases as increases, and thus the number of selected-entries in each subsequent configuration becomes less and less. As a result, the minimum value of is . Note that all the counted LEs are contributed by the g-configurations, and thus none of them resides in the same line as . In other words, these LEs reside in lines instead of lines of . Replacing in (7) by and substituting into (7), we get (9) This is equivalent to (10) , shown at the botom of the page. Consequently, can be bounded by (11) , shown at the bottom of the page. The bound in (11) is plotted in Fig. 10 by a dashed line.
C. A Refined Speedup Bound
A lower bound can be obtained if the LEs covered by the s-configurations are judiciously counted. Assume is a set of consecutive s-configurations and is the first g-configuration after
. According to Lemma 3 in Appendix B, the number of LEs covered by each s-configuration is at least half of the number of the selected-entries in .
In Fig. 9(a) , the g-configurations and the s-configurations may line up in any order. From Lemma 4 in Appendix B, in order to minimize , the s-configurations should be consecutively located at either the very beginning or the very end of the configuration sequence . Case 1: The s-configurations are consecutively located at the very end of the configuration sequence . In this case, all the selected-entries covered by the g-configurations are LEs. Since no g-configuration follows the s-configurations, the number of LEs contributed by the s-configurations is trivial and is ignored when counting . So, . These LEs reside in lines of . Replacing in (7) by and substituting into (7), we have (12) and (13), shown at the bottom of the page.
Case 2: The s-configurations are consecutively located at the beginning of the configuration sequence . In this case, the first g-configuration (i.e., ) has selected-entries. Therefore, each s-configuration will cover at least LEs according to Lemma 3 in Appendix B. Taking the LEs (or selected-entries) covered by the g-configurations into account, we get by simple calculation. From (7) we have (14) , shown at the bottom of the page. Again, this is equivalent to (15) (10) (11) (12) or (13) (14) Combining (13), (15) , and (8), we get the bound for in (16) , shown at the bottom of the page. Then, we can replace the weights in (4) by the bound in (16) to find the refined bound for QLEF. Fig. 10 shows the bounds for the three minimum delay scheduling algorithms MIN [8] ,
D. Performance Comparison and Discussion
-SCALE [10] and QLEF. The original bound for MIN algorithm is in [8] , which is refined in [10] to produce the saw-toothed curve in Fig. 10. A tighter bound is then provided by -SCALE algorithm [10] . This is followed by the two QLEF bounds derived in this paper using (11) and (16) respectively. We can see that if the LEs contributed by the s-configurations are judiciously counted, a further cut of 10% in bound can be achieved (i.e., solid vs dashed QLEF bound in Fig. 10) .
As an example, we consider a switch with size . MIN requires and -SCALE requires . However, QLEF only requires . This gives a cut of 52% over MIN and 36% over -SCALE.
QLEF is designed for delay sensitive applications, where the packet delay bound is close to the ideal minimum bound of . Note that two performance guaranteed scheduling algorithms ADAPT and SRF are proposed in [9] . Both of them are self-adaptive to the given switch parameters ( and ) by generating a proper number of configurations to minimize the required speedup. However, ADAPT and SRF require configurations in the schedule and thus are not minimum delay scheduling algorithms. Though they can generate a schedule with slightly larger than (e.g., , etc.), the required speedup is significantly larger than that required by QLEF. On the other hand, if the application is not delay sensitive and is allowed, then minimum delay scheduling is not necessary and ADAPT/SRF may be favorable. Therefore, QLEF complements ADAPT and SRF for delay sensitive applications.
IV. CONCLUSION
Recent progress of optical switching technologies has enabled the implementation of high-speed scalable switches with optical fabrics. Due to the reconfiguration overhead, packet delay can be minimized by using the minimum number of switch configurations (where is the switch size) to schedule the traffic (i.e., minimum delay scheduling). In general, minimum delay scheduling can be formulated as a traffic matrix decomposition problem with the constraint of . The traffic matrix is decomposed into the weighted sum of nonoverlapping permutation matrices. In this paper, a novel minimum delay scheduling algorithm QLEF (Quasi Largest-Entry-First) was proposed. It minimizes the required speedup for achieving performance guaranteed switching (i.e., 100% throughput with bounded packet delay), while ensuring the minimum number of configurations in the schedule. Compared with the two existing minimum delay scheduling algorithms MIN and -SCALE, QLEF dramatically cuts down the required speedup bound with the same time complexity of . Although QLEF is presented based on optical switch scheduling, it may find wide applications in similar scheduling problems, such as those in Sattelite Switched Time-Division Multiple Access (SS/TDMA) [15] , [20] , [24] , Time-Wavelength Interleaved Networds (TWIN) [25] and sensor surveillance networks [26] .
APPENDIX A ILP FORMULATION
To cover a given matrix , we can use the ILP below to construct an optimal schedule consisting of configurations with corresponding weights . In the ILP, and are general integer variables [27] , is a binary variable, and is the maximum line sum of the matrix The sum of the weights is minimized in (17) . Constraints (18) and (19) define each configuration as a permutation matrix. Constraints (20) and (21) (22) ensures that all the entries in are properly covered by the configurations. Note that the ILP formulated in (17)- (22) allows configuration overlaps in the schedule.
We implement the above ILP in ILOG CPLEX 10.0 [27] on a standard Pentium IV 2.2 GHz computer with 500 M memory. Fig. 11 shows an ILP-based solution for in Fig. 8 with . It is obtained in 34.79 h (125236.29 seconds) with a gap-to-optimality of 45.78% (the optimization stops due to out of memory), and the weight sum is 54. We also slightly modify the above ILP to forbid configuration overlaps. Then, an optimal solution can be obtained in 43.69 h (157284.51 seconds) with a weight sum of 53. is shadowed in the construction of each s-configuration. Because can only be shadowed by an LE in the same line with it, the s-configurations collectively cover at least LEs in the same line with . Assume that resides in row and column . Some of those LEs may reside in row whereas others reside in column (because a line may refer to either a row or a column). Without loss of generality, we assume that out of the LEs reside in row and the other LEs reside in column . As a result, is (at most) the th largest entry in row and the th largest entry in column . Because the entries in either row or column sum to at most , from Lemma 1 we have Fig. 12 . s-configurations may also cover a considerable number of LEs.
APPENDIX B LEMMAS
That is
Lemma 3: Assume that is a set of consecutive s-configurations, and is the first g-configuration after . Then, any s-configuration must cover at least LEs, where is half of the number of the selected-entries covered by . Proof: Since is a g-configuration, any selected-entry covered by is an LE. Because is constructed earlier than and is not covered by , either 1) all the selected-entries covered by are not smaller than , or 2) is shadowed in construction if some smaller selected-entries are covered by . (Otherwise should first cover instead of those smaller selected-entries.)
In case 1), all the selected-entries covered by are LEs, because each of them is not smaller than (which is an LE). Since is constructed earlier than , it contains more selected-entries than . Therefore, the number of LEs covered by is larger than . In case 2), any selected-entry covered by must have been shadowed in construction. Since a selected-entry in can shadow at most two smaller/equal selected-entries covered by (in row and column directions, respectively), must cover at least LEs, where is half of the number of the selected-entries covered by . Obviously, this is true for the first g-configuration after . Lemma 4: To minimize (the total number of LEs), all the s-configurations should be consecutively located at either the very beginning or the very end of the configuration sequence . Proof: In Fig. 12 , let -axis denote the number of selected-entries covered in each configuration, and -axis denote the configuration sequence. Without loss of generality, assume there are three sets of consecutive s-configurations, denoted by and . (Others are g-configurations.) Particularly, and contain and s-configurations respectively, and locates at the very end of the configuration sequence . The first s-configuration in covers selected-entries, and the first g-configuration after covers selected-entries. Similarly, the first s-configuration in covers selected-entries, and the first g-configuration after covers selected-entries. From Lemma 3, each s-configuration in and covers at least and LEs respectively, as shown by the blank rectangles in and (see Fig. 12 ). However, we do not count any LEs covered by , because is right before and there is no g-configuration after it. Although each s-configuration in covers (at least) one LE in the same line with , it is trivial and is ignored when counting . We first consider and . Since all selected-entries covered by g-configurations are LEs, minimizing is equivalent to maximizing the number of selected-entries in the shadowed areas in and . That is Let be the number of g-configurations between and . We have . So, the above formula is equivalent to For any given and , the above value is maximized if takes the maximum possible value and . This entails that and should be consecutively located at the very beginning of the configuration sequence . It is easy to generalize this conclusion to the case where more sets of consecutive s-configurations are involved.
We still need to consider in Fig. 12 . In fact, the configurations may also line up as shown in Fig. 13 , where the g-configurations are in the middle and the s-configurations are at the both ends. (Assume that s-configurations are consecutively located at the beginning of to minimize as discussed earlier.) In Fig. 13 , Fig. 13 . Then 01 s-configurations should be located at either end of fP ; ...; P g. minimizing is equivalent to maximizing the number of selected-entries in the two blank echelons. That is Because the above formula is a quadratic function of , it can be maximized only if or . From Fig. 13 , obviously all the s-configurations should be consecutively located at either the very beginning or the very end of the configuration sequence . The specific location is determined by the values of and .
